
Story Object: Knowledge of  the Nerra 
You know of  and have encounter a strange—until recently, unknown—outsider race 
called the nerra. You have helped thwart their plans to send a number of  minions from 
their realm of  Spequlum to Eberron. Matron Martra of  the Grea Tower has asked you 
to keep this knowledge to yourself, and to only talk about it with herself  and the masters 
of  the Diggers’ Union. She has warned that she may call upon you if  she fi nds out more 
concerning the nerra plot. To this ends she has given you a necklace. Attached to a slight 
gold chain is a charm in the shape of  a rampant bulette—the symbol of  the Diggers’ 
Union—carved from a piece of  Eberron dragonshard. With it she can locate you and 
contact you, no matter where on Eberron you may be. 
 While the necklace does radiate faint divination magic, it does not take up your 
necklace slot. It is too small and its magic is rather inconsequential, as you just need to 
have the necklace on your person, not around your neck for it to be affective. 
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